Exercise 6-3

1. Continue from Exercise 6-2 or start AutoCAD.
2. Open a previous drawing that contains objects.
3. Do not use the ZOOM navigation command during this step. Use realtime zooming to zoom in and zoom out.
5. Pick the REWIND wedge once and notice the display. You should see the brackets move over the previous frame identified by the rewind icon.
6. Use the ZOOM navigation command to zoom in and out.
7. Use the CENTER navigation command to pan to a point on an object of your choice.
8. Use realtime panning to adjust the display.
9. Experiment with using the REWIND navigation command by pressing and holding the REWIND wedge and rewinding through previous displays. Restore a display of your choice.
10. Close the drawing without saving changes.
11. Keep AutoCAD open for the next exercise, or exit AutoCAD if necessary.